2021 Career Opportunities
Are you wanting the ideal career pathway as an EP?
Are you wanting a team that is fun to work with and a company that has unparalleled
support and development opportunities?
Would you love to live on the beautiful South Coast of NSW?

Our team is known for its fantastic career pathways, immense amount of clinical
support, personal and professional development, in house education and external
development opportunities.
Our Team has a diverse clinical load. We treat abroad range of conditions and we
are looking to further expand our growing team of allied health professionals.
Do yourself a favour and watch this quick video below to find out more about us
and the opportunity for you.

https://vimeo.com/478342236
For 2021 we have two opportunities opening.

Graduate Fast Track Program
Our graduate program is designed to
provide new EP’s with 12 months of
enhanced clinical development and
supervision within a multidisciplinary
private practice clinic.

Career Deep Dive Program
An opportunity is available for an
ambitious clinician who is looking to
take their skills and responsibilities to
the next level. The ideal candidate
would have 1-3 year’s experience.

This program is designed to fast track
clinical development and open up
opportunities quickly.
We will work with you to grow your
skills and experience across a variety of
key clinical areas.
You will have the opportunity to work
with and learn from our team of EP’s,
Physio, Occupational therapist and a
Dietitian
You will have access to our enhanced
professional development allowance of
$1500
Receive a competitive above award
salary

We are seeking a clinician who is
confident of their clinical skillset but
keen to grow both personally and
professionally.
You will have the opportunity to work
closely with our senior clinicians and
provide input into clinical and business
direction.
You will be invited to attend
professional business PD events and
learn from our network of business
mentors.
You will get an enhanced ability to work
independently, whilst operating within
the supportive framework of our
multidisciplinary team.

You will have the opportunity to stay on
after 12 months or to work with our
team to secure a role in another
location.
We currently have a 100% success rate
in finding our graduates positions in
their desired location!.

We will assist you with the ability to
grow and pursue areas of clinical
interest.
The position is designed to allow the
candidate the opportunity to grow
personally, professionally and develop
skills outside the regular clinical mould.

If you are interested in pursuing either of these options with us, please reach out
with a copy of your resume and a brief cover letter outlining why you believe you
would be a good fit for the relevant program.

Regards,
Hamish Gorman
Director Eurobodalla Health and Fitness
Exercise Physiologist
BAppSc (Ex Sc) MClinExPhys
AEP. ESSAM
M:0423901208 E: hamish@eurobodallaep.com

